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-Search/



/ as a Search



/ as a Search



 as a Motion/



/ as a Motion



/ as a Motion

Repeat: :h last-pattern

Completion: :h c_<C-r>_<C-w>

Command: :h {offset}

Regular Expression



/ as a Motion

completion: c_<C-r>_<C-w>
 offset: //e & last-pattern

regex: `.` etc...



 with Operator /



:h gn



/ & {operator}gn & . (dot repeat)

gn



 is benri/

benri ≒ useful

ok,

https://www.flickr.com/photos/travelingwild/2283611669/



Emacs



EmacsHighlight all matches Incremental cursor 

moving



 is not benri enough.../
benri ≒ useful

https://500px.com/photo/68595369/failure-by-evan-schoffstall



Solution

https://www.flickr.com/photos/yannconz/2796311194/



haya14busa/incsearch.vim
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haya14busa/incsearch.vim
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Highlight all matched patterns
Interactive Regular expression editing



Incremental cursor moving
No need to press nnnnn...



Design

1. Simple
2. Comfortable
3. Useful

https://www.flickr.com/photos/18924124@N00/8658542527/



1 NeoBundle "haya14busa/incsearch.vim"
2 Plugin "haya14busa/incsearch.vim"
3 Plug "haya14busa/incsearch.vim"
4 
5 map / <Plug>(incsearch-forward)
6 map ? <Plug>(incsearch-backward)

Minimal Installation

See :h incsearch.txt



Development



Lessons from Development of vim-easymotion

Vimプラグイン読書会(reading-vimplugin)
- The way to handle dot repeat with <expr> mapping

Use lessons learned from past my experiences

https://github.com/Lokaltog/vim-easymotion


Thank you everyone

Command Line Interface
- osyo-manga/vital-over (special thanks @osyo-manga )

- I request lots of feature and he developed it with his 
awesome skill! ;)

- (vim-over, easymotion, incsearch.vim)

I highly appreciate him, thank you @osyo-manga :)

https://github.com/osyo-manga/vital-over
https://github.com/osyo-manga/vital-over


Thank you everyone

Regular expression
- Parse command-line with modified regex from osyo-

manga/over.vim, which is based on @thinca’s work
- Handle escaped backslash(\) with little-improved regex 

from deris/vim-magicialize and incsearch.vim use this 
everywhere now!



Thank you everyone

Testing framework
- thinca/vim-themis.vim



Thank you everyone

vimproc, C/Migemo (, PM2) (in the future)

- incsearch.vim currently doesn’t use these plugins right 
now, but I developed with these plugins in my 
development branch and try to provide converter feature

- The developers are Yukihiro Nakadaira-san, Shougo-san, 
Kaoriya-san, Ujihisa-san respectively



Thank you everyone

Feedback
- haya14busa/incsearch.vim/issues
- Request from users in Lingr
- c_<C-r>_<C-w>, missing default feature, bugfix etc...



Thank you everyone

vim-jp/issues
- I bumped into several bags or strange behavior of vim
- I reported them to vim-jp/issues and vim-jp members 

kindly made patches ! I respect them continuous works!



Thank you everyone!

All stars on github repository and good feedbacks are thanks 
to everyone ! I’m really glad to develop this plugin and hear 
good responses from a lot of users.

I’m confident with incsearch.vim, if you are interested in, 
please give it a shot! I hope you like it ;)

yeah!



Thank you for listening !

Happy Vim'ing ! ♥ @haya14busa

https://github.com/haya14busa

